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I think Australia will be very smart country to consider taking 1Timmigrants1T 
for the price  of $50k. 
firstly, Australia is a very large country and with not too many people 
living in it compared to it's size, as I know there is only 23 million people 
living there, it would be good for the government to charge anyone who 
would like to move there a good price of $50k, because in my point of 
view, the advantage of allowing immigrants to live in Australia as 
following. 
1- 1Tcontribute in Australian economy Industrially and agriculturally and 
commercially where there a lot of lands space in Australia that needs 
people to work on it and make it live  
2- it contribute in improvement of local commercial and buying and 
selling in general 
3- contribute in Australia 0Tstatus or position in the long term 0T1Tin terms of1T2T 
1T2Tprogress and development1T to be world powers as like the USA today, 
where accepting immigrants like the USA and giving immigrants 
citizenship, makes them feel safe and also makes the immigrants willing 
to integrate and 1TServe the country and be proud of it as long as there is 
freedom and equality and giving them their rights. 
for example look at USA, there is more than 300 million people living 
there, and the USA still taking new 50.000 1Timmigrants1T every year by the 
green card lottery free of charge or with small fee, and by other ways, and 
you can see it is 1Tsuccessful country, so I think it is a win case for both the 
immigrants and for the Australian government. 

 
1Tsecondly, I see many countries who charge people millions of dollars just 
to get a permanent resident or citizenship, which I find a bit expensive, if 
someone has a million dollar why he would go live in another country! he 
could just invest in his own country and live a good life without the need 
to travel, but for the price of only $50k I think this is a smart and good 
price for people who would like to go live in another country and work 
there. 

 
 

1TSorry if1T2T 1T2Tthere1T2T 1T2Twas a mistake1T2T 1T2Tin1T2T 1T2Tspelling 


